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Winter Irrigation Maintenance 
 
Can you explain some irrigation terminology ? 

Head: water pressure, usually measures as PSI or pounds per square inch or TDH which is feet 
total dynamic head.  What the crew will need to measure this: a pressure gauge or transducer.  
Keep them handy in a special box for irrigation repairs. 
Flow: volume of water in GPM or gallons per minute that flows through your irrigation system.  
If you have a pump station, there should be a flow meter which measures this rate and it is useful 
to keep a log to see how much variation you have at different times and different seasons, 
especially on Long Island where high demand from multiple irrigation systems or at certain peak 
use times of day can mean great variability if you are on public water of any kind. 
Check: this is a one way valve that allows flow in one direction and must be included for 
multiple pump designs 
Vic and/or Lug: isolation valves (Victaulic, the grooved one, or a lugged type) that allows you to 
block off a pump for repair or an entire piece of the system.  They will have a gear or lever 
mechanism for easy shut down 

OID or HMI: stands for Operator Interface Device or Human Machine Interface and is a display 
on a pump station that shows parameters like flow and pressure and set points that can be 
adjusted  
Cycling:  Not a good thing.  If you have a leak or intermittent flow, pumps will start and stop 
rapidly and if not addressed IMMEDIATELY you can get excessive wear to the pump or the 
motor.   

Short Fat Gal:  refers to an elevated protuberance with an air release valve that should be located 
somewhere close to the pumps to get rid of air pockets trapped in the lines.  It is also knows as a 
Positive Air Displacement System (PADS). 
How should I winterizing the system???  Is there more than one way?? 

There are three typical ways to winterize your system: compressed air blow out (probably the 
most common), manual drain valve, and automatic drain valve.  Don’t forget to protect your 
controller as well because an irrigation system without a controller is like a plumbing system 
without a drain: useless! 

Tips for compressor blow outs: 
• Pressure above 50 pounds per square inch can pipes, valves and people.  Wear eye protection and 

do not stand over pipes, sprinklers or valves when blowing out the system unless you want to 
become a skit for Home Alone. 

• You will need a compressor that can provide 10-25 cubic feet of air per minute (CFM) to do the 
job right.  Use a pressure regulator valve to avoid pressure that is too high. 



• To minimize problems, high air volume, low air pressure.  DO NOT try to use high pressure and 
low volume to push water out of the system and do not try to compensate for a small compressor 
by filling the holding tank of the compressor when the mainline is closed to make a surge when 
you open the sprinkler control valve.  Macguyver is a TV show, not a reality.   

• Never, EVER, run the compressor without at least one sprinkler control valve in the open position 
so that you have a safety release. 

• There is a place specifically designed to attaching the air hose: a quick connector, a manual gate 
valve, a capped pipe, or sometimes a plugged “t” could all be a likely location and should be 
located as close to the water source as possible.  Make sure you connect to the right place for 
safety’s sake.  Check compressor manufacturer instructions 

Use the system controller timer for safety’s sake instead of activating valves by hand. 
• Close mainline sprinkler shut off valve 
• Activate a zone with the controller to relieve the water pressure 
• Then activate the zone fartherest from the air connection before introducing compressed air 

into the piping 
• ALWAYS keep a sprinkler zone control valve open during the use of the compressor 
• Never turn the controller off unless the compressor is off first 
• Now you are ready to attach the compressor hose to whatever structure on your system is 

designated specifically for system blowouts 
• Set pressure regulating valve to 50 PSI (NEVER MORE) 
• Turn on the compressor and gradually increase air flow until all sprinkler heads pop up, and 

the amount of flow will depend on pipe length and number of heads 
• Never blow through any zone for more than 2 minutes to avoid damage.  Instead, repeat the 

blow out process two or more times by doing each zone in consecutive order and then again 
until only fine mist appears from heads.  Leave one zone on while you shut down the 
compressor 

• Then unhook the compressor from the mainline and turf off controller. 
 
If you must blow out system using the sprinkler control valve manually(not as safe): 

• Wear eye protection and do not stand over pipe, valves or sprinklers 
• Close main sprinkler shut off valve 
• Release pressure on mainline by very slowly opening manual shutoff handle on one 

of zone control valves 
• Now attach compressor hose to specific adaptor on system 
•  Set pressure regulating valve to 50 PSI (NEVER MORE) 
• Turn compressor on AFTER you have opened the zone you want to blow out 
• Gradually increase air flow from compressor flow valve until sprinkler heads pop up 
• Never blow through any zone for more than 2 minutes to avoid damage.  After 2 

minutes, turn off compressor and make sure air completely purges from compressor 
tank and sprinkler system 

• Turn next zone on before turning off the irrigation valve of the zone you have just 
blown out 

• Go through each zone for a 2 minute blow out period at least twice until you can see 
only a fine mist coming out of the heads. 



• Once you are finished, allow air in irrigation system and storage tank to dispel prior 
to unhooking air hose of touching valves.  Now you can unhook the compressor from 
the adaptor to the irrigation system. 

Q & A about turf irrigation quick fixes: 
I have a pressure problem in my irrigation system.  Where should I start? 

Check your main valve and backflow preventer, making sure both are completely open. If the 
system is not on, you should NOT be able to hear water moving through the pipes.  

The sound of water moving through indicates a leak somewhere. To pinpoint the leak, start 
with the main line. 

 If you have a leak, it will be noticeable because the ground will be soft and wet in this 
location. Next, check each of your laterals with the valve activated.  

If you have a leak, you should see it when that zone is on. 
I thought I had a pressure problem with my irrigation system but everything seems okay.  
Now what? 
Your pressure problem may not actually be a pressure problem. Dry areas may be the result 
of a clogged nozzle or broken head or simply a head that is not rotating correctly.  
Start by turning on each zone. Check to make sure each head is working and rotating 
correctly.  
I am replacing my electric control valves.  Any tips for success? 

Install valve top 4” below grade.  Minimize threaded fittings.   Place gravel and filter fabric 
below valve. 

I am changing my valve boxes.  What changes would help? 
Use high impact valve boxes for durability.  Install valve boxes blush with the grade.  Brand 
valve box lids with clock/zone #. 
What precautions do I need for my controllers?   

Provide easy access for maintenance and protection from vandalism.  Install outdoor 
controllers in weather resistant enclosures and make sure they are protected from lightning 
strikes.  Sequence valves at controller  and label the controllers. 
I am preparing a new  irrigation specification.  What kinds of sensors should I request? 

Rainfall sensors and freeze sensors. 
I am installing new irrigation heads  and need some rules of thumb to hand out to the crew.  
What is the most important? 
Set heads 1/8” below finished turf grade.  Hand compact around heads.  Place heads 2” from 
walks and driveways(6” in planting beds).  Set heads perpendicular to grade - except for 
slopes. Use heads with check valves. 

What rules should I follow so that my mainline is not fouled up by planned construction? 
Follow these rules for installation depth:  1/1/4” & Smaller Pipe – bury at 12” depth, 1 1/2” - 
4”pipe – bury at 18” depth,  then compact trench to adjacent undisturbed soil density.  Install 



wiring on side or bottom to protect it. Provide 24” expansion loops at directional changes. 
Tape and bundle wire every 15’.  Flush lines prior to installing heads.  Route pipe away from 
tree roots which can lift pipe, which will then be cut as they cut tree roots during future 
construction. 

How would I know if my irrigation system has pressure that is too high? 
You may see a reduced radius of coverage, and you may see a floating fine mist when the 
system is operating.  You may see dry areas between heads.  You may see fast rotation speed 
if you have rotary heads versus pop ups or you may see rotation failure.  If pressure is too 
high, you may see leakage at the head and laterals. 
How do I fix high pressure problems? 

Install pressure reducing valves at the beginning of the system, at zone control valves and at 
heads. 

How would I know if my irrigation system has pressure that is too low? 
You may see reduced radius of coverage and large water droplets that cause compaction 
when they land.  You may see donut shaped dry areas.  You may see slow rotation speed or 
rotation failure and failure of heads to seat and set. 

How do I fix a low pressure problem? 
Use smaller nozzles or fewer heads per  zone.  

What are the impacts of improper pressure within my system? 
Higher water cost, uneven coverage, pressure surges, reduced irrigation system life 
expectancy,  higher maintenance cost. 
 

Here is the Master Check all your crew should be familiar with, preferably something 
they do as a hands on exercise so everyone knows how to do it.  AND DO THIS 
BEFORE YOU BLOW OUT THE SYSTEM FOR THE WINTER. 
What do I look for at the Controller? 

Check wiring: routed and properly connected 
Cabinet: clean out junk like dead insects (Q-tips are great for this, and BBQ skewers are also 
great for flushing bits out from behind narrow spaces as are the pressurized air dusters used 
for computer key boards.)  Cut away vegetation on outside of controller box and check to 
make sure no moisture is getting inside.  This may mean replacing the door seal 
Replace back-up battery 

Program your controller so that it runs automatically.  Check date and timing information, 
then check the other specifics of the timing to make sure they are what you want them to be 
for your particular site in the spring. 
DISCONNEC T THE COMMON WIRE FOR THE WINTER!  This prevents the system 
accidentally starting up in the dead of winter necessitating another blow out or causing a 
freeze up.  This is an expensive mistake for want of disconnecting one measly wire! 



CHECK YOUR GROUNDING!  As important as the common wire, this prevents the most 
common reason for system failure: lightning strike.  The earth ground should be 5 ohms or 
less.  What equipment will your crew need? A handy little device called a “Megger” 
electrical tester.  Remember that if your controllers are improperly grounded, it may 
invalidate any warranty by the manufacturer. 
Clean the rain sensor: This is located on the outside of the controller, BUT you also need to 
enable the controller to react to what the rain sensor is telling it, so this means correctly 
programming the controller. 

Check the system: use the controller’s test program to make sure every zone pops up and 
goes back down without problem.  During this: KEEP RAIN SENSOR DRY OR OVER 
RIDE IT DURING THE SYSTEM TEST 
If the zone will not activate: three probable causes are the field wires, or the valve or 
the supply line (make sure rain sensor is not activated or this interfere as well). 
  Field wires: Remove the common wire before testing. If the circuit is good, you’ll 
detect 20-60 ohms of resistance.  What equipment does your crew need: a multi-meter.  
Check with power OFF across both common and station wires. 

  Valve: if you have power to the valves, then there may be a blocked internal 
exhaust port (sounds medically menacing, no?).  What equipment does your crew need: a #18 
gauge wire. Remove the solenoid.  Carefully probe the wire down the port to clear it.  If the 
valve is still not functioning, replace the whole diaphragm and assembly. 

  Supply line: Maybe the water is not turned on? What should the crew do: open the 
external manual bleeding screw to determine if line is in fact pressurized? 

Other maintenance procedures: 
Have crew clean filter screens and nozzles of heads. 

Optimal spray head pressure is 30 PSI.  Have crew test heads and replace those that are not 
up to snuff. 

Have crew check to make sure all nozzles have the same radius within a zone. 
Have crew adjust rotors so they are not watering pavement. 

If any adjustment requires a greater than 20% reduction in radius, change to low angle or low 
flow nozzles. 

If rotors stall or are not rotating well, then the filter may be clogged.  Filters can be cleaned 
and then the lines should be flushed to make sure the rotors are functioning again. 

If heads refuse to pop up, or the radius is insufficient, then a broken riser or fitting may be to 
blame. 

 
 

 
 


